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9 ABSTRACT: Biological samples such as tissues, blood, or tumors are often
10 complex and harbor heterogeneous populations of cells. Separating out specific cell
11 types or subpopulations from such complex mixtures to study their metabolic
12 phenotypes is challenging because experimental procedures for separation may
13 disturb the metabolic state of cells. To address this issue, we developed a method
14 for analysis of cell subpopulations using stable isotope tracing and fluorescence-
15 activated cell sorting followed by liquid chromatography−high-resolution mass
16 spectrometry. To ensure a faithful representation of cellular metabolism after cell sorting, we benchmarked sorted extraction
17 against direct extraction. While peak areas differed markedly with lower signal for amino acids but higher signal for nucleotides,
18 mass isotopomer distributions from sorted cells were generally in good agreement with those obtained from direct extractions,
19 indicating that they reflect the true metabolic state of cells prior to sorting. In proof-of-principle studies, our method revealed
20 metabolic phenotypes specific to T cell subtypes, and also metabolic features of cells in the committed phase of the cell division
21 cycle. Our approach enables studies of a wide range of adherent and suspension cell subpopulations, which we anticipate will be
22 of broad importance in cell biology and biomedicine.

23 The complement of biochemical reactions available to
24 human cells is well-charted, but still little is known about
25 the metabolic behavior of specific cell types in their natural
26 environment. While human tissues are complex mixtures of
27 multiple cell types, most of our knowledge derives from bulk
28 measurements of cultured cells. To better understand the
29 variety of metabolic behaviors cells can exhibit, it is of great
30 importance to develop methods for measuring metabolism of
31 subpopulations of cells, separated from such complex mixtures.
32 For example, a great variety of immune cell types are present in
33 human blood samples,1 and solid tumors contain not only
34 cancer cells but also fibroblasts and infiltrating immune cells.2

35 Cell cultures can also contain coexisting subpopulations, such
36 as subtypes of different physiological origin present in breast
37 cancer cell lines,3 and even among otherwise identical cells,
38 individual cell-to-cell differences such as cell cycle phases may
39 determine metabolic state.
40 By far the most versatile and widely used tool for separating
41 cell populations is fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS),
42 where individual cells are passed through a capillary and
43 separated into tubes based on fluorescent antibodies detecting
44 endogenous cellular proteins, or fluorescent proteins expressed
45 by engineered cell lines.4 While FACS is commonly used to
46 isolate certain populations of cells which are then recultured
47 and analyzed at a later time,5 this approach does not provide
48 information on the metabolic state of the original, complex
49 mixture of cells and would fail to capture transient states like
50 the cell cycle. A few studies have recently attempted

51metabolomics of subpopulations immediately after FACS
52separation, including a study on Arabidopsis protoplasts from
53different root cell types,6 and a report identifying metabolite
54signatures of CD133+ colon cancer initiating cells.7 This may
55provide more direct information on the original metabolic state,
56but is challenging as the FACS procedure may cause significant
57perturbations of the metabolic state. FACS often necessitates
58keeping cells in nutrient-poor buffers for the duration of
59sorting, which can last up to 1 h until quenching/extraction,
60depending on cell type. This change of extracellular environ-
61ment may result in leakage of intracellular metabolites into the
62buffer, or other metabolic imbalances due to loss of nutrients.
63Moreover, the temperature or pressure changes inflicted by
64FACS might cause agitation or stress to the cells. For
65comparison, in common methods for metabolite extraction,
66cultured cells are only exposed to buffer solution for a few
67minutes during removal of spent culture medium and washing.
68While one report8 indicated that mRNA levels are minimally
69disturbed by FACS, it is clearly important to investigate the
70effects of the FACS procedure on metabolomics data from
71sorted cells.
72Isotope tracing can provide information on enzyme or
73pathway activity or differences in activity between subpopula-
74tions.9 We reasoned that since the isotope distribution of any
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75 given metabolite reflects the cell’s metabolic activity over a
76 longer period of time, isotope distributions should be
77 reasonably robust during FACS. Hence, while metabolite
78 abundances in sorted cells might vary due to technical
79 constraints imposed my FACS, metabolic tracing using stable
80 isotopes might be feasible also in sorted cells. We therefore
81 took an approach where complex cell populations are cultured
82 with isotope-labeled substrates for a period of time, followed by
83 FACS-based separation and measurement of intracellular
84 metabolite isotopomer distributions using liquid chromatog-

f1 85 raphy-high resolution mass spectrometry (LC-HRMS) (Figure
f1 86 1a). The resulting data should reflect the metabolic state of a

87 cell subpopulation during its time in culture, prior to FACS
88 analysis. In this paper, we report on the development of this
89 methodology, benchmark the resulting data against direct cell
90 extraction, and discuss pitfalls and limitations of the approach.
91 We also provide two examples of detection of metabolic
92 differences between subpopulations of adherent human cancer
93 cells, as well as nonadherent, primary human T lymphocytes.

94 ■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
95 Cell Culture. HeLa cells were cultured in RPMI-1640
96 medium (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA) supplemented with
97 5% dialyzed fetal bovine serum (dFBS), in six-well plates for 48
98 h. Cells were plated at a density to achieve ∼85% confluence
99 before extraction. Fetal bovine serum (FBS; Life Technologies)
100 was dialyzed in SNAKESKIN 10K MWCO dialysis tubing
101 (Nordic Biolabs, Taby, Sweden; 88245-P). For isotope tracing
102 experiments, cells were cultured in a labeled medium
103 containing 40% U−13C-glucose (Cambridge Isotopes, Tewks-
104 bury, MA; 40762-22-9/GLC-018) and 70% U−13C,15N2-
105 Glutamine (Cambridge Isotopes, /CNLM-1275-H-0.1) for 48
106 h, and HBSS (Hank’s balanced salt solution, Sigma, St. Louis;
107 H6648) was replaced by HBSS containing 40% U−13C-glucose
108 (HBSS*) to avoid washout of 13C isotopes during the sorting
109 procedure.

110A mixture of the two main fuels of the cell allows labeling of a
111larger number of metabolites. We chose an intermediate (40%,
11270%) amount of labeling to generate richer MID patterns with
113intermediate MI fractions, to help evaluate the robustness of
114MIDs.
115Metabolite Extraction. Extraction from Dish. The wells
116were first rinsed once with 500 μL of HBSS and the washing
117solution was discarded. Then 60 μL of HBSS was added and
118cells were extracted with 540 μL of 100% methanol precooled
119on dry ice to obtain a final 90% v/v concentration of methanol.
120Microplates were then transferred to dry ice and cell material
121was removed with a cell scraper, transferred to a 1.5 mL tube
122and stored at −80 °C. All experiments were performed in
123triplicate. Extracts were kept at −80 °C until LC-HRMS
124analysis.
125Extraction from Pellet. Cells were first rinsed with 500 μL of
126HBSS and then detached with 500 μL of trypsin/ ethyl-
127enediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA; Life Technologies,
12825300062) for 4 min at 37 °C. Next steps were performed at
1294 °C to decrease metabolic activities. One milliliter of HBSS +
1305% dialyzed FBS (HBSS−dFBS) was used to deactivate trypsin,
131and the cells were centrifuged for 3 min at 750g at 4 °C.
132Supernatant was discarded, cells were resuspended in 800 μL of
133HBSS−dFBS, and the centrifugation step was repeated.
134To obtain a pellet extraction, cells were resuspended in 50 μL
135of HBSS and extracted by adding 540 μL of dry ice cold 100%
136methanol to a final 90% concentration of methanol.
137To answer the amino acid leakage question, the obtained
138pellet is resuspended in HBSS−dFBS + 1 mM EDTA and kept
139in ice for 1 h. At the end of the incubation, cells were
140centrifuged at 750g for 3 min. Supernatants were saved and
141pellets were extracted in 100% methanol. Extracts and saved
142supernatants were kept at −80 °C until LC-HRMS analysis.
143Extraction of Sorted Cells. (1) Extraction of Mock Sorted
144Cells. Cells cultured in 10 cm plates were rinsed with 1.5 mL of
145warm HBSS and incubated with 1.5 mL of trypsin/EDTA
146solution for 4 min at 37 °C. Trypsin was deactivated with 3 mL
147of HBSS−dFBS, and the cell suspension was transferred to 15
148mL tubes. Next steps were performed at 4 °C. Cells were
149centrifuged at 750g for 3 min, the supernatant was discarded,
150and the pellet was resuspended in 2 mL of HBSS−dFBS + 1
151mM EDTA. Cells were filtered through cell strainers (30 μm;
152BD, Franklin Lakes, NJ; 340625) and transferred to a falcon
153tube. Cells were sorted with INFLUX (inFlux v7 Sorter; BD
154Biosciences, San Jose, CA) at ∼1000 events/s using a 100 μm
155nozzle and 500 000 cells were collected. Sorted cells were
156centrifuged at 750g for 3 min at 4 °C. The supernatant was
157discarded and the pellet was resuspended in 50 μL of ice-cold
158HBSS. Metabolites were extracted by adding 540 μL of
159methanol kept in dry ice. Extracts were kept at −80 °C until
160LC-HRMS analysis.
161(2) Extraction of Cells at Different Cell Cycle Phases. The
162HeLa cells used in this experiment contained a Geminin Fucci
163probe, which is expressed in early S until late M phase of the
164cell cycle,10 allowing separation of nonfluorescent G1-G0 phase
165cells from fluorescent S-G2-M phase cells. Cells were cultured
166as above in 10 cm plates for 46 h, plated at a density to achieve
167∼85% confluence after 48 h. Before extraction, cells were “pulse
168labeled” for 2 h in RPMI medium containing 40% U−13C-
169glucose and 70% U−13C,15N2-Glutamine. Supernatant was
170then discarded and plates were rinsed with 1.5 mL of warm
171HBSS*. Cells were incubated with 1.5 mL of trypsin/EDTA
172solution for 4 min at 37 °C for detachment. Trypsin was

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental design. (a)
Comparison of sorted cells populations based on isotope label
content. The complex sample is pulse labeled prior to sorting, and
differences between subpopulations are reflected in the mass
isotopomer distributions (MIDs). Subpopulations extracts are
analyzed separately by LC-HRMS. (b) Design of validation experi-
ment. Metabolomics of mock sorted cells were benchmarked with dish
and pellet extracts.
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173 deactivated with 3 mL of HBSS*−dFBS, and cells were
174 transferred to 15 mL tubes. The following steps were
175 performed at 4 °C. Cells were centrifuged at 750g for 3 min,
176 supernatant was discarded, and pellet was resuspended in 2 mL
177 of HBSS*−dFBS + 1 mM EDTA. Cells were filtered and
178 transferred to a falcon tube.
179 Sorting was performed in INFLUX (inFlux v7 Sorter, BD
180 Biosciences) at ∼1000 events/s, using a 100 μm nozzle. The
181 fluorescent signal was detected using a 488 nm laser and a 521
182 nm filter, and gating was applied based on the fluorescence
183 signal. A population of 500 000 cells was collected in each tube
184 of G1-G0 and S-G2-M cells, respectively. Sorted cells were
185 centrifuged at 750g for 3 min at 4 °C. The supernatant was
186 discarded and the pellet was resuspended in 50 μL ice-cold
187 HBSS* and extracted by adding 540 μL of dry ice-cold
188 methanol. Extracts were kept at −80 °C until LC-HRMS
189 analysis.
190 (3) Extraction of T Cells. Peripheral blood mononuclear cells
191 from buffy coats were prepared as described previously11 and
192 pan T cells were isolated by negative magnetic isolation using
193 the pan T cell isolation kit II (Miltenyi Biotec, Bergisch
194 Gladbach, Germany). Cells were activated on anti-CD3-
195 antibody coated plates and with 1 μg/mL anti-CD28 antibody
196 (both from Biolegend) at a concentration of 14.4 × 106 cells
197 per well in six-well plates, in a medium containing 40% U−13C-
198 glucose and 70% U−13C,15N2-glutamine and dialyzed FBS.
199 Before sorting, cells were stained with antibodies for CD4 and
200 CD8. A staining mix was prepared with 100 μL of CD8-eFlour
201 450 (ebioscience #48-0086-42) and 30 μL of CD4-APC
202 (ebioscience #17-0048-42 clone OKT4), and completed to 1.5
203 mL with labeled media. Approximately 450 μL of the staining
204 mix was used to stain ∼30 × 106 cells, incubated at room
205 temperature for 15 min, centrifuged, and resuspended in
206 HBSS*−dFBS + 1 mM EDTA.
207 Sorting was performed in INFLUX (inFlux v7 Sorter) at
208 ∼1500 events/s using a 100 μm nozzle. Gating was applied
209 based on fluorescence signal and 2.3 × 106 cells were sorted
210 simultaneously in each tube of CD4 and CD8 cells for each
211 replicate. Sorted cells were centrifuged at 750g for 3 min at 4
212 °C. The supernatant was discarded and the pellet was
213 resuspended in 50 μL of ice-cold HBSS*. Metabolites were
214 extracted by adding 540 μL of dry ice-cold methanol. Extracts
215 were kept at −80 °C until LC-HRMS analysis.
216 Metabolite Measurements. Prior to the LC-HRMS
217 analysis, cell extracts were thawed in ice for 30 min and
218 vortexed for 15 s, and then 100 μL was transferred to a spin
219 filter and centrifuged for 10 min at 13 000g at 4 °C. For the
220 amino acid leakage experiment 100 μL of supernatant was dried
221 using a Speed Vacuum system at 30 °C for 2 h and then
222 resuspended in 100 μL of methanol. Two microliters of the
223 isotope labeled standard mix were added to 100 μL of
224 methanol-resuspended supernatant and to 100 μL of cell
225 extract, respectively. For all samples a total of 12.5 μL of the
226 filtrate was analyzed by LC-HRMS on a Thermo Ultimate 3000
227 UHPLC system coupled to a Q-Exactive Orbitrap mass
228 spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, San Jose, CA). The
229 chromatographic separation of metabolites was performed on a
230 Merck-Sequant ZIC-HILIC column (150 × 4.6 mm, 5 μm
231 particle size) fitted with a Merck Sequant ZIC-HILIC guard
232 column (20 × 2.1 mm) using a gradient elution of 0.1% formic
233 acid in water (solvent A) and acetonitrile (solvent B). The
234 gradient elution started at 20% of solvent A and increased up to
235 80% in 17 min. This percentage was maintained for 4 min. The

236flow rate was set at 400 μL min−1 and the column temperature
237and sample tray were held at 23 and 4 °C, respectively.
238The Ultimate UHPLC system was coupled to a Q-Exactive
239instrument (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Bremen, Germany)
240equipped with a heated electrospray (H-ESI II) ionization
241source. Nitrogen (purity >99.995%) was used as sheath gas and
242auxiliary gas at flow rates of 45 and 10 a.u. (arbitrary units),
243respectively. The ion transfer tube was set at 320 °C, the
244vaporizer temperature at 350 °C, and the electrospray voltage
245at 4 kV in positive mode and −3.5 kV in negative mode. A
246scanning rate of 3 spectrum/s with a mass range of m/z 75−
247800 with a mass resolving power of 70 000 fwhm (m/z 200)
248was used.
249Full instrument calibration was performed using a MSCAL5
250ProteoMassT LTQ/FT-Hybrid ESI Pos/Neg (Sigma-Aldrich).
251External mass axis calibration without the use of the specific
252lock masses was employed. The Xcalibur software version 2.2
253(Thermo Fisher Scientific) was used to control the LC/MS
254system.
255Metabolites were annotated by matching accurate mass
256(mass error <5 ppm) and retention time (±30 s) using a
257reference standard in-house database as previously described.12

258Data Analysis. We targeted 85 metabolites within central
259metabolism that were detectable via analytical standards.
260Chromatographic peaks were analyzed and quality-controlled
261manually in positive and negative ionization mode. Of these
262metabolites, 65 peaks with good quality in dish, pellet, and
263mock sorted were selected for further analysis of unlabeled
264samples.
265For clustering analysis and principal component analysis,
266peak areas were normalized to unit mean for each peak.
267Hierarchical clustering was done using Euclidean distance and
268average linkage.
269For isotope-labeled samples, this procedure was repeated and
270a total of 60 peaks were selected. For each metabolite and
271sample, mass isotopomer (MI) fractions were calculated by
272dividing the peak area of each isotopomer with total peak areas
273of all isotopomers. Enrichment of 13C and 15N, respectively,
274was calculated as

∑= *
=

x x nEnrichment MI /
x

n

0

275where n is the total number of carbons (or nitrogens,
276respectively) in the metabolite and MIx is the MI fraction of
277x. Enrichment data were clustered using Euclidean distance. All
278calculations were made with Mathematica v.10 (Wolfram
279Research, Champaign, IL).

280■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
281Method Development and Validation Strategy. To
282obtain reliable metabolomics data from sorted cells, we strived
283to minimize the distortion that FACS might cause to cellular
284metabolism by minimizing the duration of the FACS
285procedure, keeping cells cold (4 °C) during most of the
286procedure to reduce metabolic activity and using a glucose-
287containing solution (HBSS, 5.5 mM glucose) to support cell
288viability. In initial experiments, we attempted to sort cells
289directly into cold extraction solution (methanol) to achieve as
290rapid metabolic quenching as possible. However, the FACS
291instrument deposits a significant amount of sheath fluid
292together with cells into the receiving tube, and this fluid
293contains high amounts of salt and other contaminants which
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294 caused substantial ion suppression during mass spectrometry
295 analysis (data not shown). Therefore, this approach had to be
296 abandoned. We instead turned to a procedure where cells are
297 sorted into tubes containing HBSS, centrifuged, and then
298 extracted (Figure 1b). In our hands, the complete procedure for
299 adherent HeLa cells takes ∼1 h, including trypsinization and
300 collection of a pellet of 500 000 cells. For nonadherent cells
301 trypsinization is not required and the sorting procedure can
302 also be performed faster. In our experiments on lymphocytes,
303 the necessary antibody staining adds 25 min, for a total time of
304 1 h.
305 To investigate possible distortion caused by the sorting
306 procedure itself, we first generated metabolite extracts from
307 HeLa cells, passing them through the FACS instrument without
308 selecting any subpopulations (Figure 1b, “mock sorted”). As a
309 baseline for validating the resulting LC-HRMS data, we
310 extracted metabolites from HeLa cells directly from the culture
311 dish after removing the medium and washing (Figure 1b,
312 “dish”), which allows very fast (∼1 min) quenching of
313 metabolism. To investigate the effects of the cell detachment
314 step, we also generated extracts from pellets of detached
315 (trypsinized) and centrifuged cells (Figure 1b, “pellet”). All
316 extracts were analyzed by LC-HRMS using full-scan acquisition
317 mode in both positive and negative ion mode. Metabolites were
318 identified and annotated by matching accurate mass and
319 retention time against analytical standards (see Experimental
320 Section).
321 Peak Areas Are Affected by Cell Sorting. We performed
322 a targeted analysis of 87 metabolites within central metabolism,
323 of which 54 metabolites were detectable in cell extracts in
324 positive and/or negative ionization modes, represented by 77
325 high-quality peaks (Table S-1, Supporting Information; see
326 Experimental Section for details). Of these, 73 peaks (94%)
327 were high quality in the mock sorted extracts and 65 in all three

f2 328 extract types (Figure 2a). Hence, almost all metabolites that
329 were measurable in dish extracts could also be measured after
330 FACS processing. However, peak areas differed markedly
331 between mock sorted and dish extracts, often by a factor of 10
332 or more, while peak areas from dish and pellet extracts were
333 more similar (Figure 2b).
334 Observed peak area differences may be a result of either
335 matrix effects,13 or actual metabolic changes to the cells, such as
336 loss of metabolites by leakage over the cell membrane,14 which
337 in turn might alter cellular metabolism. We noted a cluster of
338 metabolites, containing mostly amino acids, with highest peak
339 areas in dish extracts, lower in pellet extracts, and lowest in
340 mock sorted extracts (Figure 2c). Amino acids are known to be
341 lost from cells placed in solution lacking amino acids,14 and this
342 pattern is consistent with progressive loss with increasing time
343 in buffer solution. On the other hand, we noted a cluster
344 consisting mainly of nucleotides whose peak areas were highest
345 in mock sorted extracts; this finding is difficult to explain other
346 than by matrix effects. To further investigate possible leakage of
347 amino acids during FACS conditions, we kept cells in HBSS at
348 4 °C for 1 h and then performed absolute quantification of
349 amino acids in cells and supernatants against 13C standards. We
350 found substantial amounts of amino acids in supernatants,
351 indicating that about half of cellular amino acids are lost by
352 leakage in these conditions (Table S-3). While substantial, this
353 number is far from the greater than tenfold peak area
354 differences between dish and mock sorted extracts (Figure 2),
355 suggesting that most of these differences are due to matrix
356 effects.

357We observed good reproducibility of peak areas, as indicated
358by hierarchical clustering (Figure 2c) and principal component
359analysis (Figure 2d) which grouped the replicates together. In
360addition, for dish extracts, 88% of peak areas had CV < 20%,
361compared to 84% for pellet extracts and 66% for mock sorted
362extracts (Figure 2e). This increased variability is expected given
363the additional experimental steps.
364MIDs Are Robust during Cell Sorting. While total peak
365areas are expected to be altered due to experimental
366procedures, we investigated isotopomer ratios, which may be
367more resilient to artifact induced by FACS analysis. MIDs
368reflect the metabolic state before sorting as well as represent an
369internal ratio, which is not affected by changes in peak areas,
370matrix effect, or experimental procedures (Figure 1a). To
371perform isotope tracing, we cultured cells with U−13C-glucose
372and U−13C,15N-glutamine for 48 h, and quantified all
373combinations of carbon and nitrogen mass isotopomers in
374the labeled metabolites.
375To obtain an overview of the isotopic labeling state of all
376metabolites, we calculated the 13C and 15N enrichment for each
377 f3metabolite and visualized this as heat maps (Figure 3a,b) and
378scatter plots (Figures S-1a,b). In contrast to peak areas (Figure
3792c), we found that, for most metabolites, both 15N and 13C
380enrichment in mock sorted extracts was highly similar to that of

Figure 2. Peak area data from the validation experiment. (a) Venn
diagram of good quality peaks detected in dish, pellet, and sorted
extracts. (b) Scatter plots of peak areas between dish, pellet, and sorted
extracts. All replicates are shown and connected by lines. (c) Heat map
of normalized peak areas, clustered by metabolites and samples. NCL,
nucleotides; AA, amino acids. (d) Principal component analysis (PCA)
of normalized peak areas. PVE, percentage of variance explained. Red,
sorted; blue, pellet; black, dish-extracted cells. (e) CV (coefficient of
variation) of peak areas of 65 metabolites from plate, pellet, and sorted
extracts. Metabolites are plotted in increasing order of mean CV of the
extracts. The list of metabolites in the amino acid cluster is provided in
Table S-2.
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381 dish extracts. Enrichment for 15N appeared particularly robust,
382 likely reflecting slower turnover of amine groups. For example,
383 the MID of glutamate was maintained during cell sorting
384 (Figure 3c) and was consistent with synthesis from U−13C,
385

15N-glutamine. There were exceptions, however: for example,
386 lactate was less labeled in mock sorted extracts than in dish or
387 pellet extracts (Figure 3d). Since glycolysis is a very rapid
388 process, with turnover in minutes,15 the ∼1 h cell-sorting
389 procedure might affect the MIDs of glycolytic intermediates.
390 The possible sources of lactate, glucose, and glutamine might

391not lead to less labeled lactate because glucose is labeled and
392glutamine is not present in HBSS. MIDs of glycolytic
393intermediates should therefore be interpreted with caution.
394Since MIDs are calculated as fractions, standard deviation was
395used to evaluate the reproducibility of MIDs (Figure 3e). In
396mock sorted extracts, 97% of MIDs exhibited standard
397deviation below 1%, and 94% below 0.5%, which is considered
398reliable.16 Taken together, these results indicate that MIDs
399measured in FACS-sorted cells are highly reproducible, and for
400the most part reflect the metabolic state of cells prior to sorting.
401Detecting Metabolic Specialization in Primary CD8+

402and CD4+ T Cells. We next applied our isotope tracing
403method to investigate differences between T cell subpopula-
404tions. We activated T cells in vitro by stimulating the T cell
405receptor (see Experimental Section) and cultured the activated
406cells for 72 h in U−13C-glucose and U−13C,15N-glutamine.
407Cells were then sorted into CD4+ (helper) and CD8+

408(cytotoxic) T cell subpopulations by FACS, and LC-HRMS
409analysis was performed as before. Several metabolites differed in
410labeling pattern between CD4+ and CD8+ cells. For example,
411adenosine was more enriched for 13C and 15N in CD8+ cells
412 f4(Figure 4). The isotope pattern of adenosine in CD8+ cells
413(Figure 4a) was consistent with de novo purine synthesis: the
414

13C5 mass isotopomer is likely due to incorporation of 13C5

415ribose (derived from glucose), while the 15N isotopomers likely
416originate from glutamine and glutamine-derived aspartate,
417which contribute labeled nitrogens to the purine ring. On the
418other hand, in CD4+ cells adenosine contains mainly a 15N1
419isotopomer, which might reflect salvage of (unlabeled)
420hypoxanthine, which would add one 15N atom from aspartate.
421These results suggest that in vitro activated CD8+ T cells
422engage in de novo purine synthesis more than activated CD4+

423cells, which appears consistent with generally higher prolifer-
424ation rates of CD8+ T cells in these cultures (data not shown).
425Cytidine Is Differentially Labeled in Different Cell
426Cycle Phases. We also tested our approach to separate HeLa
427cells by their cell cycle phase, by sorting cells based on a
428fluorescent protein that is specifically expressed in the S-G2-M
429phases of the cycle (see Experimental Section). Because cell
430cycle phases last only a few hours, here we “pulse labeled” cells
431for 2 h in medium containing U−13C-glucose and U−13C, 15N-
432glutamine, and separated cells into subpopulations representing
433the G1-G0 and S-G2-M cell cycle phases, respectively. We
434anticipated that differences would be more difficult to detect in
435this case than in the CD4+/CD8+ comparisons, as these
436subpopulations are likely more similar to each other, and the
437shorter duration of labeling yields weaker isotopes. Still, a few
438metabolites showed interesting patterns: for example, cytidine
439was about twofold more enriched for 13C in the S-G2-M
440 f5subpopulation (Figure 5a), while its labeling pattern was similar
441in the two subpopulations. As with adenosine, the 13C5 mass
442isotopomer in cytidine is likely due to ribose. The 15N1 and
443

15N2 isotopomers are consistent with the known de novo
444pyrimidine synthesis pathway, where two nitrogens are donated
445by glutamine, while the 13C3 mass isotopomer is consistent with
446aspartate donating three carbons. This data suggests that
447pyrimidine synthesis is more active in the S-G2-M phase, where
448DNA synthesis occurs.

449■ CONCLUSIONS

450We find that peak areas differ markedly between extracts of
451FACS-sorted cells and direct extractions from cell cultures,

Figure 3. MID data from the validation experiment. (a and b) Heat
map of 15N (a) and 13C (b) enrichment clustered by metabolites and
samples. Unlabeled metabolites, mainly essential nutrients, are not
shown. (c) 13C−15N MIDs of glutamate. (d) 13C MIDs of lactate. The
error bars are standard deviations of triplicate measurements in (a)
and (b). (e) Standard deviation (st. dev.) of MI fractions of 60 MIDs.
(−) stands for negative mode, (+) stands for positive mode.
Descriptions of metabolites can be found in Table S-1.
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452 although they are generally reproducible between independent
453 samples. Therefore, peak areas from sorted cells should be
454 interpreted with caution. In contrast, MIDs of metabolites
455 generated in stable isotope labeling experiments are generally
456 robust during cell sorting and show excellent reproducibility.
457 Lactate was a notable exception to this rule, suggesting that
458 MIDs of glycolytic intermediates and other metabolites with
459 rapid turnover may be affected by cell sorting, and should be
460 viewed with caution. Our proof-of-principle experiments show
461 that, with isotope tracing, it is possible to detect metabolic
462 differences between subpopulations of both adherent and
463 suspension cells, such as lymphocyte subtypes and even
464 between cell cycle phases. We therefore anticipate that this
465 method is broadly applicable to study metabolic phenotypes of
466 cell subpopulations in biology and biomedicine.
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